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ABSTRACT
We have developed a new experimental method for interrogating 
statistical theories of music perception  by implementing these 
theories as generative music algorithms.  We call this method 
Generation in Context. This method differs from most 
experimental techniques in music perception in that it incorporates 
aesthetic judgements.  Generation In Context is designed  to 
measure percepts for which the musical  context is suspected to 
play an important  role.  In particular the method is  suitable for the 
study of perceptual parameters which are temporally dynamic.
We outline a use of this approach to investigate David Temperley’s 
(2007) probabilistic melody model, and provide some provisional 
insights  as to what  is  revealed about the model.  We suggest that 
Temperley’s model could be improved by dynamically modulating 
the probability distributions according to the changing musical 
context.
1. INTRODUCTION
This work is situated within a recent  trend in cognitive science, 
probabilistic cognition, that models  aspects  of cognition via 
statistical models of inductive learning and categorisation (Chater 
et. al., 2006), and is particularly  associated with research in 
probabilistic cognition that has emphasised the importance of 
context to the statistical models (Hawkins, 2004; Coward, 2005).
These trends in cognitive science have been mirrored in music 
perception.  The claim is that musical  expectations are largely 
formed as learned heuristics (Huron, 2007), and may be well 
modelled by statistical approaches  (von Hippel, 2000; Pearce & 
Wiggins. 2007). 
We have developed an experimental  technique, Generate In 
Context (Brown & Gifford, 2009), for interrogating statistical 
theories of music perception.  This technique is  designed to allow 
for the study of perceptual parameters in a realistic musical 
context, and in particular the study of parameters that  change 
through time.
Our dynamic temporal approach extends the approach of initial 
proponents of statistical models of music perception  that  used 
static statistical models (Krumshal, 1990).  We address criticisms 
of this static approach and contrast these ideas with  traditional 
musicological analyses and other music perception studies  which 
claim a strong temporal  component to musical expectancies - 
particularly with regard to metre, phrasing and cadences (Arden, 
2003; Huron 2007).
2. METHOD
The Generate In Context  method is a way of investigating analytic 
theories of music and music perception.  The method involves 
inverting the analytic theories  into generative processes. The 
output  of the generative processes are then subjected to aesthetic 
evaluation utilising a variation of the Consensual  Assessment 
Technique (Amabile, 1996).
We are particularly interested in investigating statistical theories of 
musical expectation.  Numerous empirical  studies into melodic 
expectation have utilised the probe-tone technique pioneered by 
Shepard & Krumshal (1979).  This technique involves having  test 
subjects listen  to a series of tones (which are intended to  create an 
expectation of what  will come next), and then listen to a final  tone. 
The subjects then  rate how ‘expected’ the final tone was in the 
context of the preceding tones. 
Probe-tone techniques have been criticised (Butler, 1989) for 
inducing  an experimental bias towards static distributional 
theories, since the technique essentially involves inducing an 
artificial end context.  We suggest that our method may 
complement these experimental techniques and help shed light on 
phenomena that have been difficult to measure due to their 
dynamic and contextual nature.
The models that we plan to explore include those of Temperley 
(2007), Huron (2007) and statistical  re-implementations of 
Narmour's (1992) theory of Implication-Realisation (Pearce & 
Wiggins, 2007).  In this paper we report on the first stage of this 
research that has examined Temperley’s melody model that he 
presented in two parts; a pitch model  and a rhythm model.  We 
have implemented generative processes based on these and 
combined them to generate melodies.  These melodies are then 
subject to aesthetic assessment by experienced listeners.  In this 
paper the results are based on the assessments of the authors and 
other project team members who are all experienced musicians.
Temperley’s pitch model (2007:50) is a first  order Markov Chain 
with  transition probabilities derived from a combination of 
perceptual and stylistic considerations. The probability 
distributions are formed by multiplying three separate 
distributions.
• Pitch proximity distribution
• Key profile distribution
• Range distribution
The rhythm model (2007:24) consists of two parts, a description 
of the likelihood of an onset  occurring at any point in time, and a 
model of the human performance aspects of rubato  and 
microtiming.  For the purposes of generating scores using this 
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model, we have treated  the performance aspects separately; here 
we examine just the onset model. 
The metre is modelled as a three-tiered hierarchy of consonant 
isochronous pulses.  Metric strength is determined by the number 
of levels in which a given beat is present, similar to the model of 
Lerdahl & Jackendoff in the Generative Theory of Tonal Music 
(1983).  All beats  with the same metric strength have the same 
onset probability. Temperley’s model also includes a small 
probability of a note onset  occurring at a time other than a 
(subtactus) beat.  Our implementation has omitted this possibility.
The excerpt  below is  an example of a melody generated from a 
combination of both pitch and rhythm models.
Figure 1. A melody conforming to Temperley’s melody model.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our preliminary observations of generated examples  based on 
Temperley’s melody model include:
• There is no mechanism for ending the melody or for cadences.
• There is no control of contour or phrase length.
• Pitch selection does not take account of metric position.
• There is no consideration of harmonic progress or modulation.
• A normal distribution for series probabilities leads to many 
repeated notes.
• Distributions are static and averaged across time rather than 
dynamic.
• The model is isolated from other parts or accompaniment.
• A limited range of time signatures can be represented.
• Equal weighting of each sub-tactus does not account for stylistic 
differences.
• There is an inconsistent treatment of temporality and hierarchy 
in the pitch and rhythm probabilistic models.
• Small samples sets of probability selections can have 
significantly distorted distributions.
The models of pitch  and rhythm that  Temperley describes are 
conceptually quite different from each other.  The pitch model, as 
described above, treats pitch as a property of a note, and generates 
a melody (of unspecified rhythm) sequentially  as  a first order 
Markov chain.  The probability distributions are atemporal – i.e., 
they are constant in time, and  in particular do not depend upon the 
metric strength of the beat.
The rhythm model, on the other hand, does not  treat  the duration 
(or more precisely the inter-onset-interval) directly as a property 
of the note, but rather the durations emerge from the process 
which just chooses whether or not  an onset should occur at any 
given beat.  The probability of an  onset in  this model does depend 
on  time – the probability is  determined by the metric strength of 
the beat.
In contrast, Temperley’s pitch  model, which operates by drawing 
pitches randomly from a histogram, is not dynamic in the sense 
that the histograms depend only on the previous pitch, not on time 
or metric strength.  This seemed to us somewhat  incongruent with 
the rhythm model.
We suggest that a more unified approach  would be to utilise 
dynamic histograms for both pitch and duration. To obtain realistic 
rhythms in this fashion it is important  that the duration-histogram 
is  dependent upon the metric strength  of the beat. So, for example, 
a long note is more likely to occur on a strong beat than on a weak 
beat.  Having these histograms be dynamic also allows the rhythm 
to  align with the metre – so for example in 6/8 the likelihood of a 
3 (subtactus) beat note may be more than that of a 4 beat note.
One of the first  observations that struck  us when listening to 
melodies generated by the pitch model was the high frequency of 
repeated notes.  The use of a gaussian distribution (centred around 
the previous pitch) for the pitch proximity  distribution favours 
repeated notes, since the central point is the most likely  result 
when drawing from a gaussian distribution.
The second most likely  outcome, when drawing from the 
proximity profile, is  a semitone step up or down, which was in 
discord with our musical intuition which suggested diatonic 
intervals should be more likely than semitones.  In Temperley’s 
pitch model the likely-hood of a particular interval  occurring is 
emergent from the interaction of the pitch proximity and the other 
distributions, in particular the key profile.  The interaction with the 
key profile does not, however, address the issue of repeated notes.
Temperley has  previously addressed the issue of repeated notes in 
melodic generation in an earlier model, the Melisma Stochastic 
Melody Generator.  This model uses a similar description of 
proximity, with the addition of an ad-hoc parameter controlling the 
probability of a repeated note.
In Temperley’s rhythm model, the likelihood of an onset depends 
only  on the level in the metric hierarchy of the beat. So for 
example in 6/8, the 2nd and 3rd subtactus beats have equal 
probability of an onset.  We felt  that this was too restrictive to 
capture stylistic rhythmic tendencies, such as for example a kind 
of ‘lilting’  feel in 6/8 where the 3rd beat is more likely to  have an 
onset then the 2nd.
4. CONCLUSION
As a means of gaining insight into the scope and veracity of 
models of music theory and perception, we have developed the 
Generate In Context  method where we produce computational 
implementations of the models and generate melodies with them. 
We then subject  the melodies to aesthetic evaluation using 
consensual assessment. The value of this approach is that listening 
to  the melodies (as  native musical listeners) can highlight ways in 
which the models can be improved.  This process provides, we 
suggest, a unique perspective of the theories under investigation.
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This paper outlines provisional  results from our experiments in 
generating music based on the probabilistic melodic theories 
outlined in David Temperley’s book “Music and Probability” 
2007.  The theories were not  originally intended to be used for 
melody generation. Rather, Temperley was interested in 
computational  analysis of existing scores, and required a 
generative model of melody as part  of the analytic machinery.  We 
report on  the results of aesthetic evaluation of the resulting 
melodies and discuss how these results highlight aspects of the 
Temperley’s theories of music and probability.
The primary observation that has arisen from applying this 
technique to Temperley’s theories is that they  could benefit from 
the addition of dynamical modulation of the probability 
distributions according to the musical context.
We suggest that the research presented here indicates that  this is a 
fruitful approach that will complement existing methods of 
investigating music analysis and perception.
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